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Abstract
Binary (pass/fail) grading have been shown to have benefits with respect to
mental health and collaboration, and is argued to promote a deep approach to
learning. However, diverging results with respect to academic achievement
suggests that the full benefits of binary grading are contingent on underlying
factors, such as how the teaching and learning activities in the course are
designed.
We here present experiences and student feedback for an intermediate
level course in computer science that is graded using pass/fail, and which
is highly successful both in terms of of student enjoyment and academic
achievement. Survey results also indicate that students apply a deeper
learning approach towards the course than average.
Drawing on examples and findings from this course, we argue that the
following three practices makes a binary graded course in computer science
successful: a) a sufficiently high bar for passing, b) clear course requirements,
and c) the use of formative assessment.

1 Introduction
The assessment is arguably the most important landmark that students use when deciding
how to work with a class, and what to focus on in their studies [1]. How assessment is
done has therefore attracted great attention in education research. For instance, highly
regarded principles such as constructive alignment [2] and integrated course design [3]
both place heavy emphasis on making assessments align well with the intended learning
outcomes, in order that the perceived authenticity will motivate the students to go deeper
with the material. It is also well established that formative assessment, the practice of
letting assessment be an integral part in the process of learning and working with the
material, carries significant benefits [4].
In addition to the assessment format and its frequency, there is also a question of
grading, and in particular the grading scale. Across the world there are multiple traditions
in higher education when it comes to grading scales, for instance the six-tier A-F scale
used in the ECTS framework in Europe, or the five-tier scale (A/B/C/D/F) commonly
used in the United States. However, in many of these systems there is also an option of
using a binary (pass/fail) grading scale for individual courses. In Norway, Jørgensen and
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Bråten [5] recently argued that a ternary (pass/fail/honors) grading scheme should also be
made available as an option.
Proponents of binary (and sometimes ternary) grading scales argue that they give less
stress and anxiety among students, increase collaboration and sparks a more intrinsic
motivation than finer-grained scales do, all without a decline in academic achievement [5]
(see also [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). However, some studies also find that academic achievements
actually do decline under binary grading schemes [11, 12], and that students with
pass/fail grades suffer in the job market [13]. It is also argued that the stress caused
by competition in the job market will cause students with only pass/fail grades to pick
up more extracurricular activities in order to distinguish themselves in job applications,
reducing the time available for studies [14, 15].
Most of the positive effects of binary grading described in recent literature have
occurred within the context of medicine in North America, and it is possible that the
particularly rigid traditions in medical studies versus other subjects explains why the
results appears to be diverging. In any case, it is clear that simply changing the grading
scale is not a magic wand one can use without regard to how the course is otherwise
designed. The current paper is a first look into what can make a pass/fail -course
successful in the context of computer science.
Aim: To describe educational practices which are favorable when designing a
successful pass/fail course in computer science.

2 The Course
We begin by describing the course, called Algorithms Engineering (course code INF237).
It yields 10 ECTS credits upon completion, and is taught every spring semester. It is the
only regular course with a pass/fail grading scheme in the Department of Informatics at
University of Bergen (UiB), Norway. The course is practically oriented and involves a lot
of programming, however a good understanding of the theoretical algorithms is important.
There are no formal requirements for the course, but it is highly recommended to have
completed one or two courses in algorithms and data structures prior to enrolling. It is
typically taken the last semester of bachelor studies, but almost 40% of students are on
the master level. The course is not mandatory for any degree, however it is recommended
for students pursuing a masters degree in algorithms.
There is no final exam in the course, but the final grade is decided by work submitted
throughout the semester. All submissions are entirely auto-graded1 , so a student will
at every point throughout the semester be aware of exactly how (s)he is doing within a
few seconds after submitting a task on an assignment. Even though the feedback from
the course judge is limited in its level of detail, the learning process is fully integrated
with the assessment – in this sense the assessment is formative. There is no penalty for
attempting the same task many times before getting it accepted.
In order to pass the course, a student is required to successfully pass 13 assignments,
one for each week of lecture. Typically, each assignment consists of four tasks, and the
requirement for passing the assignment is to successfully solve at least two of them. The
assignment for a particular topic is released the same day as the lecture on that topic, and
is accepting submissions in a three to four week period.
In addition, there are two oral presentations in which the students will be asked
to explain a chosen part of their submitted work. Some students perceive this oral
1 Complete
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presentation as an exam, however the primary purpose of the presentations is to detect
cheating, and most students find the presentations quite easy in retrospect. During the
presentation, students will be asked to present some of their submitted tasks, for instance
solutions which the instructors find either suspicious or particularly interesting.
With respect to cheating, plagiarism detection is automatically conducted by the
course judge. All submissions for a problem are checked against each other, including
(if the task is publicly available) thousands of submissions from around the world2 .
Instructors are made aware of possible plagiarism cases in the graphical user interface
of the course judge, and a few cheating cases have been detected each year.
Students in the course are also required to participate in at least two programming
contests, and have the option to participate in four or five. If a student participates in
more than two contests, (s)he will receive wild cards which can be used to skip one task
in an assignment. Two wild cards may not be used towards the same assignment.
Over the years we cover in this paper (2017, 2018 and 2019), the course was taught by
three different instructors and had different sets of exercises, but maintained essentially
the same structure as described above. In 2018 the course had two different instructors
due to paternity leave, where the author taught the first half of the course, and the same
instructor as in 2018 taught the second half of the course. A third instructor taught the
course in 2019.

3 Methodology and background data
A digital survey was distributed to all students who had successfully solved at least half
the assignments in either 2017, 2018 or 2019 (respectively 16, 39 and 29 students, a total
of 84). This includes students who ultimately failed or dropped the course due to either
cheating or simply not finishing all the assignments (5 students). The survey was sent
to all respondents during summer 2019, so those who took the course in 2017 and 2018
needed to recall experiences much further back than those who took the course in 2019.
The questionnaire consisted of three main sections, and there was an opportunity
to make separate comments on each section of the submission. There was also a field
where the respondents could provide general constructive feedback about the course if
they wished.
In the first section we ask the respondents to compare the course to other courses
they have undertaken in computer science. Claims (e.g. “The course is easy”) are
presented to the respondents, and answers are reported on an modified Likert scale where
the alternatives are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

This statement applies much more to INF237 than to my other courses.
This statement applies slightly more to INF237 than to my other courses.
This statement applies roughly the same to INF237 as to my other courses.
This statement applies slightly less to INF237 than to my other courses.
This statement applies much less to INF237 than to my other courses.

In the second section, we ask a few items specifically on experiences with the pass/fail
grading scale. Answers here are recorded on a standard Likert scale.
2 While
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The third and final section of the survey is an edited version of Biggs’ revised twofactor study process questionnaire (R-SPQ-2F) [16], in which the students are asked to
compare their study habits in Algorithms Engineering to their computer science studies
in general. The intention is to get an indication for how the course itself affects deep and
surface learning, as opposed to measuring the learning approach of the student mass in
general.
In our edition of the R-SPQ-2F questionnaire, the statements respondents face are the
same as in the original (except the question 18, which is not applicable for Algorithms
Engineering and was removed), however the 5-point scale ranging from “always or almost
always true of me” to “never or only rarely true of me” was replaced by a 5-point scale
where the options were instead:
(1) This statement applies much more to INF237 than to my studies in other courses.
(2) This statement applies slightly more to INF237 than to my studies in other courses.
(3) This statement applies roughly the same to INF237 as to my studies in other
courses.
(4) This statement applies slightly less to INF237 than to my studies in other courses.
(5) This statement applies much less to INF237 than to my studies in other courses.
For each of deep approach and surface approach, half the statements apply to them as
described in [16]. In order not to confuse our results with those of a proper R-SPQ-2F
questionnaire, we will simply report the average value answered to the statements in each
of the two categories.

4 Results
Response rate for the survey was 52% (for years 2017, 2018 and 2019 respectively 56%,
54% and 48%). One response was removed from the data set, since the answers appeared
inversely correlated to the written comments of the same submission. Hence, final sample
size used in the analysis is n = 44, out of which 42 answered every multiple choice item.

Demography
Gender
Age*
Course year
Towards degree*

86% male, 9% female, 5% prefer not to say
Average 23.3, SD 2.57, min 19, max 31
20% 2017, 48% 2018, 32% 2019
39% master, 59% bachelor, 2% other

Table 1: Background of respondents. *At the time when course was taken.
There was no item on the survey where respondents across different years answer
significantly different, except one: Respondents who took the course in 2017 recommend
it slightly more (2017 average: 1.0, 2018 average: 1.57, 2019 average: 1.54).
Of students responding, 85% belong to the Department of Informatics at University
of Bergen (UiB), whereas the others were equally distributed between the Department
of Information Science and Media Studies at UiB and the Department of Computing,
Mathematics and Physics at collaborating institution Western Norway University of
Applied Sciences (HVL).

Claims about the course
The objectives of the course are clear.
The course requires a high cognitive level of reasoning.
The course requires memorizing many details.
The course is easy.
The course is fun.
The course has a high workload.
The course is relevant to my future career.
I learned a lot in this course.
I recommend this course.

Ave
1.61
1.70
3.52
4.20
1.34
1.48
2.16
1.52
1.44

1
50
43
5
0
73
59
27
52
67

2
41
43
16
5
20
34
41
43
26

3
7
14
25
11
7
7
23
5
2

4
2
0
32
43
0
0
7
0
5

5
0
0
23
41
0
0
2
0
0

Table 2: About the Course. The scale ranges from 1 (“this statement applies much more
to INF237 than to my other courses”) to 5 (“this statement applies much less to INF237
than to my other courses”). Values on the right are percentages.

About the course
Respondents generally report favorable views of the course, saying that the course has
clearer objectives, is more fun, and more relevant to their future careers than a typical
computer science course (see Table 2). 93% of respondents report that they recommend
it more than other courses. It is also a pretty strong consensus that the course is hard, has
a high workload, and requires a high cognitive level of reasoning, but also that one learns
more in the course than what is normal. Some typical comments include:
Toughest course I took in UiB but also the one I probably learned the most
from and it was highly beneficial for my future career. (2018 master student)
I would have recommended the course based on what we learn, but it requires
a lot of work, so it can’t be recommended for anybody. (2019 bachelor
student)
I liked the course, and i really liked the course style, it forces you to work
with the course evenly over the whole semester, and that was good for me.
And the topic of the course is really fun also! (2018 bachelor student)
I felt the course was very good. Best class the entire semester. It was
interesting and challenging, but not overly challenging either. (2019 bachelor
student)
This is one of top three courses I have taken at university (...). It was a very
heavy subject, but it was luckily engaging enough that I never considered
giving up. I believe, though, that I wouldn’t have made it through without a
group of people to work and discuss with. (2017 bachelor student)
Love that you use everything you learn. It was my favourite course. Think I
spent 90% of my time on this course, and winded up only getting 20 [ECTS
credits] that semester. On the downside, I have nothing but a – pass – to show
for all my efforts in it. (2018 master student)

Claim
I would have preferred an A-F grading scheme in
INF237 over the current pass/fail scale.
I would have preferred a pass/fail grading scheme
in the computer science core courses (for example
INF100/101/102) over the current A-F scale.
I prioritized other courses than INF237 because they
used an A-F grading scheme
If all my other courses also had a pass/fail grading
schemes, I would have spent more time on INF237.
For a course with a pass/fail grading scheme to be
successful, it is important that it is challenging to
receive a passing grade.
For a course with a pass/fail grading scheme to
be successful, it is important to receive continuous
feedback on how you are performing throughout the
semester.

Ave

1

2

3

4

5

4.07

2

9

11

34

43

3.80

5

7

34

14

41

4.30

0

9

7

30

55

3.88

5

12

16

26

42

1.88

37

42

16

5

0

1.60

53

33

14

0

0

Table 3: About the pass/fail grading scale. The scale ranges from 1 (“I strongly agree”)
to 5 (“I strongly disagree”). Values on the right are percentages.

About the pass/fail grading scale
Respondents generally agree that pass/fail is a suitable scale for the course, even though
13% of respondents would have preferred an A-F scale. The main criticism of the binary
grading scale is that a pass/fail does not reflect the work they put into the course when
calculating grade averages (in Norway, pass is treated like a C when calculating grade
point average). Consider these comments:
I thought the pass/fail was unsuitable for inf237. The amount of work that I
put in was probably enough to get an A or a B, but instead I got a pass... The
amount of work put into inf237 also affected the grades in my other courses,
so my average became lower than I wanted. (2018 master student)
The only downside of pass/fail, is that it counts as a C when calculating
average grades. It is therefore hard to justify using that much time on the
class. The reason I still did was because I enjoyed it and found it challenging.
(2017 master student)
On the other hand, a significant majority (76%) prefer binary grading in the course. Yet,
when it comes to the introductory core courses in computer science, the picture is entirely
different; only 11% of respondents report that they would like them be graded pass/fail,
whereas 57% prefer the finer grained A-F scale. There is in other words a huge gap
between the support for binary grading in Algorithms Engineering versus in the core
courses in computer science.
As for traits that the respondents believe are important in order to make a course with
binary grading successful, 78% agree that it should be challenging to receive a passing
grade, and 87% agree that it is important to receive continuous feedback on performance
throughout the semester. A recurring comment was also the importance of clear and
objective criteria for passing:

Very clear conditions for passing the course [makes a course suitable for
pass/fail grading]. Students are pretty much hardwired to optimize for good
grades, and in courses where what constitutes a pass is more nebulous, you
spend less time learning and more time obsessing over what the instructor is
looking for, and what is enough to pass. I’ve occasionally spent entire days on
such discussions, and it is very counterproductive. It worked well in INF237,
because the objectives were very clear (...). (2017 bachelor student)
The course objectives should be unambiguously measurable, meaning the
criteria must be clearly defined. INF237 does one thing correctly, the fact
that with each task the student knows if he/she will pass or fail the course.
This is good because the student knows what he/she did not understand early
on the course. (2019 bachelor student)
Other comments mention that classes without final exams are a good fit for binary
grading, but that good systems for detecting plagiarism are important, and that many small
assignments is more suitable than a few large ones. We also note that students generally
do not down-prioritize the course compared to courses with fine-grained grading scales.
See Table 3.

Study habits
n = 42
Deep approach
Surface approach

Score
2.42
3.57

SD
0.51
0.47

Min
2.26
3.43

Max
2.57
3.72

α
0.77
0.74

Table 4: Study habits. The scale ranges from 1 to 5, where values below 3 indicate that
this approach is relatively more applied in Algorithms Engineering, and values above 3
indicate that this approach is relatively more applied in other courses. Min and max values
indicate the 95% confidence interval for the score, and α is the Cronbach alpha -value.
Our modification of Biggs’ R-SPQ-2F questionnaire is not well suited to analyze the
actual level of deep learning and surface learning of the respondents, nor is it the intended
purpose. It rather attempts to measure how a particular course influence these learning
strategies. We find that a deep approach is applied more in Algorithms Engineering than
in other courses, whereas a surface approach is applied more in other courses, see Table 4.
The Cronbach alpha for deep approach was 0.77, and for surface approach was 0.74
(slightly higher than those reported by Biggs for the R-SPQ-2F, respectively 0.73 and
0.64 [16]).
Even though the majority report having a deeper than average approach to Algorithms
Engineering, it is not the case for everyone. A respondent writes:
The main reason I answer in the direction of not spending time on learning
topics in depth or spending time on studying topics on your own is that for me
237 was a course where my time was stretched to my very limit (...). If 237
was slightly easier, I would definitely spend more time learning more about
everything from the course. (2018 master student)
There were also a few respondents that were confused about the questionnaire itself, since
the modification of the answer alternatives did not allow the respondent to express their
full view on the issue. For instance, we received this feedback:

[This section was] a bit hard to answer, since the scale does not take into
account whether I agree to the claim at all (that is, neither in INF237 nor
other subjects). I therefore answered 3 both when I agreed and disagreed to
a claim, if the claim applied equally much to INF237 as other courses. (2017
bachelor student)

Course statistics
There are a few statistics available from the online course judge (Kattis), indicating how
students have worked with the course. We report here the extent to which students work
more to improve on an assignment after it is already accepted, as this indicates that the
student is using a deep approach to their studies. This is something every single student
have actually done to some extent, though exactly how much varies. There are two basic
ways to work on a submission after it is already accepted:
The first way is to submit improved versions of already accepted assignment tasks.
On average, a student submits such improved versions at least 10.8 times during the
semester. We remark that this is merely a lower bound, since students also have the
option of submitting their code to a public judge for which we do not collect statistics.
Both on the public and on the course judge there is a scoreboard ranking the best solutions
by execution time, adding an element of gamification some students appreciate.
The second way to go beyond the requirements on an assignment, is to solve more
than the required number of tasks. This requires significant extra effort, as the difficulty
of the extra task is typically higher. A median student solves 3 tasks (average: 3.8) more
than the minimum during the course, which corresponds to roughly 11% more work than
necessary (though this is hard to quantify in terms of working hours). Only 5% of students
passing the course have not done any excess tasks.

5 Discussion
Algorithms Engineering is a binary graded course where students have frequent and
regular assessments with automatic grading, which we regard as a type of formative
assessment. The bar for passing the course is high and rigid, and for many students
this means that relatively many working hours are required to pass. However, the failure
rate is low - among students who completed at least half the assignments (that is, who
do not drop the course early), only 3 out of 83 students have been unable to successfully
complete the course.
What separates strong from weak students is thus not primarily what is learned, but
how much time is spent learning it. In this sense, the course achieves the elusive goal of
outcome-based education: By the end of the educational experience, every student have
achieved the intended goal [17]. A “pass” in the course is hence not merely a diploma for
effort and participation, it is a true certificate that the candidate knows the topic.
The course appears to encourage a deep approach among students, and discourages a
surface approach (see Table 4). This is also supported by the extra work students put into
the course beyond what is required; every single student in the course have done some
unnecessary improvement to their submission at some point throughout the semester,
and only 5% of passing students solved only the minimum required number of tasks.
Since this also requires solving conceptually harder tasks than necessary, it demonstrates
a genuine interest and a deep approach to the course.

We believe the course offers some valuable ideas for designing courses that work well
with a pass/fail grading:
A challenge. In order to facilitate a good learning experience, it is important that the
learning outcomes of the course are (perceived to be) significant. This view is
also supported by a large majority of the students who took the course (Table 3).
While binary grading may under some circumstances make students sloppy, our
experience is that it can also sharpen the students when the bar is high.
Clear requirements. While clear requirements is an advantage in all courses, it is of
particular importance when the difference between two adjacent grades is so large.
If a student receive “fail”, the student him/herself should ideally know so before the
instructor. Students repeatedly mention this as an important trait of a well-designed
pass/fail -course. Clear requirements in combination with effective strategies to
detect cheating also means that a course is perceived as fair.
Formative assessments. Students need to always be aware of how well they fare
compared to the course requirements. This is important for continuous motivation
throughout the semester, and for a good experience as a whole. An overwhelming
majority of students agree (Table 3).
While it is not directly investigated in this paper, we also believe that the instructor
and course staff taking a supportive role “helping the students fight the inflexible
requirements” is a big positive. Due to the rigidity of the course requirements it has indeed
been possible to assume this role in the vast majority of student-instructor interactions.
We also see that many students appreciate the supportive atmosphere in the course, where
discussing the exercises with one another is encouraged. A competitive gamification
element in the course still exists, but it is detached from the final grade.
The above mentioned traits are not equally present everywhere in computer science
education, and the wide gap between the support of binary grading for one class versus
others (see Table 3) suggests that not all courses are created equal. If we still wish to
pursue the benefits of binary grading (for instance with respect to mental health, deep
approach learning and collaboration), then a complete redesign might be necessary in
many courses. On the other hand, the traits that makes pass/fail work well for Algorithms
Engineering can certainly have positive effects in the context of finer grading scales
as well; any course can be challenging, have clear requirements and use formative
assessment.
Binary grading does, however, make it easier and more natural to follow those
principles. For instance, clear course requirements are much easier to formulate for a
binary scale than for a finer scale (though not impossible, as seen for instance in Nilson’s
specifications grading [18]). By lightening the burden of marking assessments, pass/fail
can also free more resources to provide formative assessment. Lastly, we believe a certain
level of challenge arise naturally when combining frequent formative assessment with
binary grading.
And while binary grading supports a high bar for passing, clear course requirements
and formative assessment, the converse is doubly true: A binary graded course without
a high bar can make students uninterested and prioritize other subjects perceived to
have higher learning outcomes. A binary graded course without clear requirements and
formative assessment can leave the student flustered, frustrated and unmotivated. We
believe these principles and binary grading are mutually supporting each other.

Limitations
The sample size for this survey is only n = 44, though the trends seems strong enough
that the reported results are still significant.
Our modification of the R-SPQ-2F is not a validated instrument, and we do not know
how the scores will look if students in other courses were to answer a similar survey.
The results are therefore merely an indication that deep approaches are employed more.
Moreover, there was a slight confusion over how the questions should be answered.
Students electing to take the course are often aware beforehand what they are signing
up for, including that the course has a high workload and very stringent requirements for
passing. This self-selection process will bias any results we record, and it is hence not
straightforward to determine which effect the course format itself is responsible for. It is,
for instance, entirely plausible that the particular format of the course attracts specifically
students who appreciate pass/fail as a grading scale. However, the wide gap in support for
binary grading in Algorithms Engineering versus the introductory core courses indicate
that it is not obviously so.
It is also plausible that the reputation of being a work-intensive course combined
with offering small rewards (or even punishment) in terms of calculated grade point
average attracts a type of student that is naturally predisposed to deep learning approaches.
However, if the deep and surface approaches were merely traits of the individual student,
one would expect them to employ deep learning approaches equally much in all courses.

Conclusion
Binary graded courses in computer science can be successful with respect to both student
enjoyment and academic achievement, and also stimulate deep approaches to learning by
employing the following educational practices:
• Set the bar for passing sufficiently high.
• Provide clear course requirements.
• Use formative assessments.
We argue that there is a synergy between these principles which work especially well
with pass/fail grading. The combination of formative assessments and clear course
requirements ensures that every student can closely monitor his/her own progress and
allocate the required resources to work on the topic. This allows raising the bar for a pass
without losing many students, ensuring high academic achievement. After all, students
appreciate challenges as long as they overcome them.

Further work
The course discussed in this paper is a free elective with a certain reputation among
students, giving rise to a bias in the student mass. It would be interesting to draw
experiences from a mandatory course and investigate to which extent the current findings
still hold. A next step might be a qualitative study which spans across multiple classes
that has binary grading; this would provide a better background for further research in the
area.
Another open question is the relationship of stress/anxiety and difficulty. While
existing literature have established that binary grading reduce stress and anxiety [10],
it is not entirely clear how this relates to the perceived difficulty of obtaining a pass. What
happens when the challenge becomes too challenging?
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